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A hedge fund is typically defined as a pooled investment vehicle that is
privately organised, administered by professional investment managers,
and not widely available to the public. Due to their private nature, hedge
funds have less restrictions on the use of leverage, short-selling, and derivatives than more regulated vehicles such as mutual funds. This allows for
investment strategies that differ significantly from traditional nonleveraged, long-only strategies.
Hedge funds are not a recent phenomenon. They have been around for
over half a century. The first hedge fund is typically attributed to Albert
W. Jones, who in 1949 started a fund that simultaneously took long and
short positions in equity. Jones’ fund did not inspire many imitators until
in 1966 an article in Fortune described Jones’ fund to have returns substantially higher than the best-performing mutual funds. This led to
increased interest in hedge funds and many were formed in the two years
that followed. After rapid expansion in 1967–1968, the hedge fund industry experienced a substantial setback during the bear markets of
1969–1970 and 1973–74, when many funds suffered losses and capital
withdrawals. Hedge funds faded back into obscurity until 1986, when an
article in Institutional Investor reported that during the first six years of its
existence Julian Robertson’s Tiger Fund had offered an annual return of
43%. This led to renewed interest and the formation of many new hedge
funds. All this time the hedge fund industry remained somewhat of a mystery to the general investing public. This has changed over the last decade,
however. Spectacular hedge fund activities, such as the attack on the
British pound led by George Soros and the near collapse of Long-Term
Capital Management, have substantially increased public awareness.
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Traditionally, wealthy individuals have been the largest investors in
hedge funds. Lately, however, institutional investment into hedge funds
has picked up as well. Two of the largest pension funds in the world,
CalPERS and ABP, each recently announced plans to allocate several billion to hedge funds. Hedge funds are also popular amongst university
endowments. It is well known that Harvard, Princeton and Yale, for example, have substantial allocations to hedge funds. It is generally believed
that this vote of confidence combined with low interest rates and a declining stock market will give the industry a strong growth impetus in the next
few years.
Due to its private nature, it is difficult to estimate the current size of the
hedge fund industry. Van Hedge Fund Advisors estimates that by the end
of 1998 there were 5,830 hedge funds managing $311 billion in capital,
with between $800 billion and $1 trillion in total assets. So far, hedge funds
have primarily been an American phenomenon. About 90% of hedge fund
managers are based in the US, 9% in Europe and 1% in Asia and elsewhere. Most funds have not been in existence for long. In the last five
years the number of hedge funds has increased by at least 150%. Around
80% of hedge funds are smaller than $100 million and around 50% is
smaller than $25 million, which reflects the high number of recent new
entries.
With management fees based on assets under management, marketing
is extremely important in asset management. Hedge fund marketing rests
on two pillars: superior performance and diversification. Most hedge fund
managers have substantial experience in capital markets, either as investment managers, investment analysts or as proprietary traders. This expertise is often presented to investors as a virtual guarantee of superior performance. A recent report by KPMG, for example, boldly states that “the
long-term average performance of hedge funds as a group can be estimated to be in the range of 17%–20%, several percentage points higher
than traditional equity returns”. Many private and institutional investors
are receptive to such arguments, especially in today’s market environment.
The second marketing argument derives from the fact that many hedge
funds follow strategies with low systematic exposure. As a result, hedge
fund returns tend to exhibit a weak relationship with the returns on other
asset classes. From a diversification point of view, this makes hedge funds
an attractive portfolio component.
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